Our Connecticut River – Life and Inspiration
One of our Local Voices for Watershed Health and Mindful Management
The Headwaters Region
It’s fashionable to dwell upon the differences
between Vermont and New Hampshire these states that are twinned so perfectly in
geography, yet they can seem so different in
their inner souls. But along the nearly 300mile corridor of the Connecticut River, the
spine of the Upper Connecticut River
Watershed, these differences are muted and
the similarities predominate. To use the word
watershed is to pay tribute to one of the great
elemental forces in the world, and its true
magic – a force of linkage, togetherness, and
interconnection.
Who is the Connecticut River Joint Commissions?
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Connecticut River Joint Commissions or “CRJC” were created in 1987 to preserve and
protect the visual, ecological and agricultural resources of the Connecticut River Valley,
as well as to guide its growth and development. To ensure local leadership, CRJC
established five Local River Subcommittees in 1993. These are advisory and have no
regulatory powers; members instead advocate and increase public involvement in
decisions that affect the river and its valley. CRJC’s broad goal is to assure responsible
economic development and environmental protection. The most northern
subcommittee, named Headwaters, travels 80 miles between the NH towns of
Pittsburg, Clarksville, Stewartstown, Colebrook, Columbia, Stratford, and
Northumberland (Groveton), and the VT towns of Canaan (Beecher Falls), Lemington,
Bloomfield, Brunswick, and Maidstone.
River, Recreation, Habitat

From the Connecticut River Paddlers’ Trails to the Scenic Byway, the watershed hosts a
treasure chest of outdoor opportunities. Whether a casual visitor or an avid naturalist,
the Connecticut River can inspire and feed our cultural, artistic, recreational, and
emotional selves. Protecting this valuable treasure requires balance and tradeoffs.
There must be public access to the river; we must also be vigilant against spreading
invasive species.

The work of watershed management is diverse and impactful. It furthers the
valuable ecosystem services of clean water allowing for safe swimming, fishing, and
drinking. Many conditions must align to sustain water quality – adding oxygen by
allowing adequate flow through impoundments; controlling pollution from sources such
as failing septic systems, leaking cars, and runoff from some farms; healthy and
undisturbed wetlands to reduce flooding and trap pollution; and establish riverside
vegetation to trap pollutants, give habitat to native species, and stabilize riverbanks. At
present, neither state funds regular water quality monitoring on the Connecticut River,
thus all Subcommittees are organizing to
address this lack.
Voices from Headwaters

Flooding and Resilience

Every river has a natural ability to provide
flood control. These floodplains also boast
some of New England’s most valuable
agricultural soils. Working in concert with
floodplains, culverts and bridges must be
designed to handle high water flows. While
maintenance is a significant hurdle, the
Subcommittee encourages engineers,
communities and residents to identify
undersized structures, and use wildlifefriendly design and management.
Simultaneously, we much retain and enhance
riparian buffers of native vegetation to hold
soil together and provide wildlife habitat.
Forest Management

The northern forest is likely the single most
important factor in the water quality,
fisheries, wildlife, recreation, scenic, and
economic values of the river in the
headwaters Region. Forest management is a
more significant land use in this region than
in any other subcommittee region. Forest
landowners who are aware of the many
values of stream side forests use forested
riparian buffers to control flooding and
erosion, trap pollutants, shelter coldwater

“The Connecticut is such a large part of the
landscape of this region that when the
opportunity came to help protect and
hopefully improve the opportunities that it
provides I couldn't refuse. We provide input
on permits and proposals that affect the
river with the goal of protecting this
important resource. It has been my pleasure
to work with a dedicated corp of volunteers
on the Headwaters Subcommittee. It is my
hope that all the towns on both sides of the
Connecticut will have representatives on the
committee.”

Ed Mellett, Northumberland, NH
“Here in the Headwaters area, I'm lucky that
the Connecticut River is locally available for
exploration. The river is a reminder of the
way things used to be, and really how they
should be, and its flowing beauty helps me
forget what’s happening right now in these
challenging times at least for a few hours.
The Connecticut River Joint Commission's
Headwaters Committee is concerned with
preserving and protecting the treasure that
is our section of New England's "Great
River". A bald eagle soaring overhead, a
magnificent river otter on the search for his
next meal, the refreshing sight of mayflies
flitting through the air, and perhaps the tug
of a large trout you may have just fooled. You
get the picture – there are a lot of reasons
we go to the river and they’re all still there."

Tom Caron, Canaan, VT

fisheries, and provide an attractive
stream bank. An undisturbed strip
immediately adjacent to the banks is
surrounded by a zone of selective
management that allows new growth to
effectively remove and utilize nutrients
that might otherwise enter the stream.
Our River’s Future

Like the river itself, the communities
within its reach continue to change. In
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current times, CRJC has recognized the
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increasing number of people seeking a
home here, in part due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Will these trends continue
despite the already limited housing stock? What about other possible future migrations
from the increasing impacts of climate change? To adapt to this new change, CRJC
seeks to work early for adaptive solutions – an effort that requires forethought, crosssector dialogue, compassion, and creativity in abundance.
The Headwaters Subcommittee recognizes that the real price of an unhealthy
river is too often realized when it is too late. It’s a tribute to the hard work,
accomplished over the last forty years, of cleaning up the river and returning it to
vibrant health, that the challenges remaining in the watershed – in housing, in
conservation, in our changing economy – do not seem insurmountable. By using the
knowledge and wisdom of Headwaters communities to guide growth, we might better
prevent expensive and culturally ruinous troubles, safeguarding the magic of the
Connecticut River.

Become a Member
The strength of each LRS lies in the diversity of their membership representing local business,
local government, agriculture, riverfront landowners, recreation, conservation interests, and
more. Their leadership, planning, and expertise are local in nature, and their ideas range far
beyond town boundaries as they advise the array of federal, state, and municipal agencies, as
well as CRJC, on river issues. The CRJC asks all 53 of the riverfront communities for
nominations and appoints up to two members and several alternates from each.
Meetings are open to the public and you are welcome to attend or contact us any time.
E-mail contact@crjc.org  Phone (603) 727-9484
Website www.crjc.org

Water Quality Monitoring
Help Us 2021 & 2022
Do you enjoy the river? Doing science? Protecting the health of
neighbors and nature?
If so, you may be interested to help us. Members are working to
advance regular, scientifically sound water quality monitoring of the
Connecticut River, something not happening right now.
To learn more, Contact Olivia Uyizeye – ouyizeye@uvlsrpc.org
Or visit http://www.crjc.org/lrs/

2021 Riverwide
Connecticut River
Speaker Series
Join our members and
interested watershed
residents for a series of
events to learn more
about our Connecticut
River – its history,
science and culture.
Events occur virtually
on a Tuesday at 6pm.
MARCH 23
River Paths for Wildlife
MAY 25
Future of Invasive
Species Management
SEPTEMBER 28
A History of the
Connecticut
NOVEMBER
Water Quality & Green
Infrastructure
Register or Find out
more
http://www.crjc.org/lrs/

Wantastiquet member collecting
water quality data in 2020.
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